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INTRODUCTION •
The domain decomposition method ( DD-method ) for solving elliptic bound
ary value problems have been under fixed attention during the last few years,
see e.g. [1],[4],[5],[6]Л9],[11]416], [19)-[24],[26]. This is explained by the fact
that DD-method has an intrinsic parallelism, a complex problem can be
represented as a number of simple problems and in iterations over subdomains only boundary unknowns can be involved. In this way DD-method
can be considered as one of the incarnations of the boundary element method
(BEM).
This paper concerns the computational aspects of the DD-method for ellip
tic problems in an unbounded domain. In the framework of the combined
method such problems are reduced to elliptic boundary value problem (lin
ear or nonlinear) in an auxiliary bounded domain with an integral (nonlocal)
boundary condition,see e.g. [8],[15],[19],[25]. In the process of solving the
combined problem there are two main laborious steps: the solution of inte
rior Dirichlet problem in an auxiliary domain and the solution of exterior
Neumann problem outside this domain. The solution of the first problem
can be effectively obtained by using the DD-method. The second one can
be solved in the framework of integral or differential approach. In the first
case the exterior problem is reduced to the boundary integral equation of the
second kind defined on the surface of the auxiliary domain. This boundary
equation can be effectively solved by using either panel clustering techique
[12] or techique based on an application of special surfaces [28]. On the
other hand in differential approach a boundary value elliptic problem with
an artificial boundary conditions approximating the behavior of the unknown
function at infinity have to be solved.
Below we consider the application of the DD-method for solving two- and
three-dimensional exterior problems in the framework of differential approach.
We suggest a variant of the DD-algorithm for elliptic problems in an un
bounded domain in which under the appropriate choice of mesh sizes in difl
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ferent subregions based on the information available on the asymptotic decay
of the solution we can deal with a small number of the subdomains (Lemma
1). Since only unknowns on the boundaries of subdomains take part in it
erative processes effective methods of a partial solution of the subproblems
can be used [3]. Using effective preconditioned in preconditioned conjugate
gradient (PCG) method to solve arising interface problem the solution can be
obtained with computational work proportional to the number of unknowns
on the boundary of auxiliary domain with only a logarithmic factor (The
orem 2). In this way the suggested DD-algorithm can be considered as an
alternative' to using boundary integral equations for solving exterior prob
lems.
This paper is organized as follows. In Part 1 we briefly discuss the boundary
equations of the DD-method and their fast solvers. We shall not go deep
into the construction of precondilioners for the arising boundary operators
which are well known, see e.g. [4],[5],[17],[20],[19],[21],[24],(26]. We simply
give the estimates of the numerical work to solve the boundary equations of
the DD-method by using PCG method with corresponding interface preconditioners. In Part 2 we briefly describe the known variant of the combined
method to solve elliptic problems in unbounded domains, earlier suggested in
[19] ,[27], and corresponding computational expenditures. In Part 3 we con
sider the substructuring scheme for an unbounded domain adapted to the
given asymptotic decay of a harmonical function at infinity. We also present
the estimates of the computational work to solve exterior elliptic problems
using the DD-method with the suggested partitioning of an unbounded do- i
main. In Part 4 we outline an application of the new method to solve a
nonlinear problem. We also present numerical experiments demonstrating j
the effectiveness of suggested algorithm.
1
l . B O U N D A R Y INTERFACE P R O B L E M S OF D D - M E T H O D
Let us consider a parallelepiped ft = {i* : 0 < x* < At,; к — 1 ч- 3} parti
tioned by Til, — 1, к — 1 -r 3, planes parallel to Cartesian system planes into
M = n i n n subdomains ft; = {x* : а< _| < ц < а;,, к = 1 -г 3} where
• = (*11»2.*з)> *fc = 1 -i- и*, a = 0, a = Ak, к = 1 4- 3. We also denote by
I\ = 0П, and by Г = (ий,1\)\ЗП - the union of interior boundaries.
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Let the arbitrary positive constants /i< > 0 be given for any i. We consider
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the following elliptic problem:
Problem A. Find the function w € Щ(&) such that

TV* / V ' « V / ^ = / i>r)ds

(1)

for all т) € Я,5(П).
We suppose that for the given function ф such that ф |г,6 Н » (1\) the equa
tion (1) has the unique solution w 6 #<}(fl).
We denote the space of traces щ = 7<и> on Г; of functions w € Яо(П) by
Y С НЦГ ) and the space of traces и = fw on Г of those functions by Y.
The space Y is equipped with the norm
{

{

2

\\uf = S<ll7,4| „ .
Y

i(ri)

Further we use the Poincare-Steklov operators
5where t; = (дг/дп)
such that

1

: Я*(Г\) - Я-*(Г.-),

1

5 - « = «,

on I\ and г is a harmonic continuation of u € V", into Л<

/ V* V Vdx = 0,
in.

V»y 6

tf^n,),

« = 7,2.

1

Note that the operator S " is continuous, symmetric and positive definite on
Yi/KerSr
[1]:
1

l

(Sf u , u )

t j ( r >

) = («,Sf 4 « r . ) .

(Sr\z)
1

for all u,v € Я1(Г;), г €

tf^rO/A'erSf .

> «Nl^

i ( r )

> « > 0

Besides

1

Ker S " = {u € К : и = const, x € Г\}.
According to [17] determine an operator Л : Y -» Y' such that
M

< Au,v > = ]Tp.-(SrV,t\)L,(r.-)>

3

Vu.v € Y.

Then a boundary equation of the DD-method for the decomposition deter
mined above and connected with the Problem A takes the following form
[17]:
Problem B. Find the function u € Y such that

<-4u,i,>=(iM),

Vi,€K.

(2)

The operator A is symmetric and positive definite on the Hilbert space Y
and the equivalent norm in Y can be given as ||u||y- = < Ли, и > [17]. Note
that for the unique solution of the Problem В we have w = w |p, where w is
the solution of the Problem A.
Let Yk С Y be a family of a finite element spaces on Г = и*Г, determined by
a regular triangulation of every facet of П; and corresponding regular families
of finite element spaces on I\ in sense of Babuska and Aziz [2]. Let H be
a subdomain size, Л be a mesh size and N = H/h be a maximum number
of unknowns in one direction in П;. Let p = n^, к = 1,2,3. Then we have
dimYh = 0 ( p N ) , where p = M is the total number of subdomains.
3

2

3

We consider the Galerkin-type boundary element scheme:
Problem C. Find the element «л 6 Y\ such that
< Ащ,т) >= (ф,ч),

Vij€Kk.

(3)

Remark 1. Analogous constructions can be obtained if we define the
Poincare-Steklov operators Sf by means of "h-harmonic" continuation of
a boundary function for some finite difference or finite element schemes in
ft,-. Besides, the boundary reduction (3) can be also constructed for elliptic
operators with varying coefficients in subdomains. In any case one can rep
resent (3) in a matrix form as АьУн — Фк1

Recent developments in preconditioning techniques for the efficient solution
of elliptic boundary value problems allow one to costruct a family of sym
metric and easily invertible interface preconditioners Bo, Si spectrally close
to А^ such that for piecewise linear finite elements we have the following
estimates for the condition number of the preconditioned operator, see e.g.
[4],[5],[9],[19],[20],[21],[24]

I

4

where the latter is bounded independently of a substructure size H, a mesh
size h and a number M of subdomains.
R e m a r k 2. In order to reduce the residual Аь.иЧ — фи in (3) by a factor
e = 0(N~"), a > 0, using PCG method with the preconditioned B\ or Bo
one needs
Q =
0(it N4n*N)
,

c

arithmetical operations and

QM = OtfN*)
space of computer memory. These estimates are based on the use of the al
gorithm with complexity 0(N ln N)
proposed in (3] for solving the Dirichlet
partial problems in subdomains. For easily invertible preconditioner B\ we
have 0{lnN / n e ) global iterations of PCG method with
0(р №1п Щ
arithmetical operations for evaluation of the residual A^u^ — ф^ on any it
eration step. For the spectrally equivalent operator of S -type we have only
Otfne' ) global iterations but the inverting of Bo by means of PCG method
has the complexity of the order 0 ( p N f n / V / n e ) where 0{p N lnN)
is
the computational work for evaluation of Вофнi
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2.BOUNDARY REDUCTION FOR ELLIPTIC PROBLEMS IN
COMBINED FORMULATION
Let По € /R be a bounded Lipschitz domain, Г = ЗП . We consider the
following nonlinear problem of the combined method [19]:
P r o b l e m D. Find the function w € //'(По) such that
3

0

/

Y^PixA

1

7 f П^Г^Г'* +

ДОё'и.^мг-о)

= /

" M * . и = «> lr ,
0

for all n € //'(По).
Неге ф 6 H~i(Ti) on the closed curve Г, С По; 0 > 0 is a given constant;
S " = £ - ' ( / + К) : Я * ( Г ) -> Я - * ( Г ) is the Poincare-Steklov operator
defined by the exterior boundary value problem for the Laplacian in QE =
lR?\[lo and for functions such that | w(x) |= 0{\ x |~"), | x |—> oo, v > 2.
Here К and L are the integral operators of the theory of potential (for double1

0

0

5

and simple-layer potentials). Besides pi[x,t) is a given Lipschitz-continuoas
and monotone function of t € [0, oo) for almost all x € П .
0

Since u is a trace of an unknown function w on the boundary Го = ЗПо the
Problem D is equivalent to the nonlinear boundary operator equation on the
surface Г [19],[27]:
0

l

l

Ru = Sj u + SE u = Q, х£Г ,

(4)

0

where S/ is the nonlinear Poincare-Steklov operator corresponding to a quasilinear elliptic operator on the domain П ; u € H*(TQ) = {« 6 Я>(Г ) :
(«i<?o)ta(r ) = 0, К'д = до}- Here we have
0

0

0

0

The following theorem holds true
THEOREM /.[19] The stationary Richardson method (with the preconditioner S g ) for solving the boundary equation (4) with the transition opera
tor
u , = ((l-T)/-rS S,-')u ,
0<r<l,
n=0,l,...
1

n +

E

n

converges with the rate

where q — max (1 — тт ,1 — TMQ) and the constants m , Af are defined by
the following inequalities:
0

0

(Ru - Rv,u - v) > m (S^(u
0

||Ли - 4 \

2
H

-

7

i ( r o )

l

< M (S- (u
0

E

0

- v),u - v),
-v),u-

„),

й>га11«,«€Я*(Г ).
0

One of the most laborious stages of this iterative process is the evaluation of
the function
^=S tf>, х е Г , 0 € Я - * ( Г в )
(5)
£

0

6

which is equivalent to the solution of the exterior Neumann problem for the
Laplace operator with ф — (dw/дп) |r 0

l

Using the explicit representation SE = (/ + K)~ L
by 0(AT /n yV) operations the equation
2

one can iteratively solve

6

(Е + К)ф = /..

f=Li>,

by the panel clustering technique for multiplication of the stiffness matrix
Кь on vector with accuracy 0(N~ ) [12] or by methods oriented on special
surfaces [28] which need 0(N ln N)
arithmetical operations. Besides, there
is another approach to the problem (5) which uses the hypersingular integral
equations of the first kind [14],[16] with multigrid solvers [13].
l

3

2

Now, we consider the new approach based on the boundary interface equa
tions of DD-method (see Part 1) defined on some artificial surfaces (coarse
mesh) which contain as a part the boundary Г and form the decomposition
of a space-extensive domain.
0

3.MULTI-DOMAIN D E C O M P O S I T I O N F O R U N B O U N D E D
REGION
We introduce an auxiliary domain П , fi € П.д, &A = {z* -"I z* |< /»» * =
1 -r 3}, decomposed into p = (2m + l ) subdomains and put homogeneous
Dirichlet or Neumann conditions on the boundary сШл- In partitioning of
fl we choose the following imbedding domains:
л

3

0

3

A

Д>_1 С Aj, Д> = {x :| x |< aj, k = I -r 3},
k

Am = Пд.

k

a _i < a ,
;

}

j = 1 -=- m,

a = p,
m

and define the layers Dj of the subdomains as Dj = ДДД,-_1, j = 1 -=- m.
The numbers a, describe the coordinates of the boundaries of the subdo
mains. So, the number of subdomains in each fc-th direction, which define
the box decomposition of the whole domain Пд = Uj^fti as described in
Part 1, is equal to p = 2m + 1, see Fig.la. Then in each subdomain we intro
duce a rectangular uniform mesh with "displacement by h/2" relatively the
boundaries of subdomains [19] and assume that the number of mesh nodes
in each subdomain in each of the three directions is N.

7

y?Q->
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One quarter of НА,
Fig.l

"i = 2

Because of the behavior of the unknown function to at infinity | w{x) |=
0 ( | x | " " ) , | т |-» oo, we choose
p = CN\

q

Dirichlet conditions on 9 П
_ ( 2/V for Di.

Д

,^

~ \ 2/(1/ + 1) / or Nuemann conditions on 8UA

So, the computational work necessary for the evaluation of (5) based on the
DD-method (solving the finite difference analogue of the problem (2) where
the Poincare-Steklov operators are approximated by using the standard seven
point stencil on the introduced mesh [191) » estimated by OtfNWN)
(see
Remark 2).
Now we choose the coordinates a, of the subdomain boundaries so that the
number p is minimal. For this purpose we require that average errors of the
approximate solutions in each subdomain are almost the same and equal to
that in the initial domain Q .
0

Here we must do necessary explanations. First of all we suppose that for the
solution to of the linear (or nonlinear) elliptic problem in fl we have a finite
0

0

8

element or a finite difference approximate solution ii>° such that
\\rv°-wl\\ <C h\
CW

h = 0(l/N)

0

(7)

holds. Then, since in the domain Пд\П we solve the Laplace equation and
know a priori that the solution is smooth then in each subdomainft,-the
estimate
0

u

I k - lt'fc|| n.) < II" - "fcllnr,).
C(

= «•' l r . ,

holds. Using standard seven point stencil for approximation of the Laplacian
on the mesh with "displacement by h/2" we have the estimate [10]
||и-«л||с(г.)<С.-А

2

(8)

for the trace u^ of the solution of a discrete Neumann problem in ft;. The
constants Co and C; in (7) and (8) depend linearly on the second partial
derivatives of the solution in the corresponding subdcmains. Here we suppose
that the estimate (8) holds for the solution of the finite difference analogue of
the problem (2) with /x,- = I o n the whole boundary Г = (U;I\)\0ft,4 which
is confirmed in numerical experiments (see Appendix 1).
Since we require at infinity
2

\w(x) |= 0(1 x Г ) ,

|^i=0(|x|-"- ), t=l-3,

11 | - o o

(9)

OX

k

we define a mesh size in each of the three directions as a function of £ = | x \
by

where the function 5(f), f 6 (0, a ) is defined by
m

a

*(0 = j .

«Vf € K - i . a j ] , j = 1-bm.

Here the constant Co > 1 characterizes the average value of the second partial
derivatives of the solution in ft - We define the subdomain size Hj, j — 0-=-m,
for the layers D, and the numbers Oj , (see Fig.lb) according to
0

Oo = l,

Я = 1,
0

H

i=

9

Nh(a _ )
J

l

= C a)ti
0

njj

Then the following lemma holds true
LEMMA 1. Let the sequence- {a,}, j = 0 -f-m, be defined by (11). If in
addition
a = 0{N'),
?>0,
m

then we have the estimate
m <

CilnlnN,

where C\ depends only on q, v and Co.
Proof: According to (11) we have the following recursion relation for the
numbers ay.
a

i•= "з-t + Coa].i,

0=1 + -,

e = l,
0

from which it follows that a, > Coa'_ , j = 1 + m.
Because C > 1 then the following sequence of inequalities holds true
:

Q

CN* = «

m

> Coa^
m

> С1»**_

> ... > С ' ' " " ^ " > (1 + C o ) " - '

г

1

where p{m) = * ( 9 ~ - 1), and so
m < CilnlnN

•

In the above lemma the parameter и > 2 characterizes the behavior of the
unknown function at infinity, C - the average value of the second partial
derivatives of solution in По and q - the type of boundary conditions on the
surface 8QA of the auxiliary domain П^.
0

From this lemma follows
THEOREMS.- Let the parameters q, C , v defined in (6),(7),(9) be given.Then
the solution of the discrete analogue of the problem (5) by the DD-method
with decomposition of Пд described in (10),(11) can be obtained using
0

3

0(N*ln*N(lnlnN) )
arithmetical operations and
2

0{N (lnlnNf)

10

space of computer memory.
Of course all these estimates are asymptotic ones and the real cost-effectiveness
for not too large N depends on the concrete problem. Some numerical ex
periments for the exterior Dirichlet problem which confirm the estimates of
Theorem 2 are given in Appendix 2.
4.SOLUTION OF N O N L I N E A R PROBLEM
Let us consider the incomplete-nonlinear (IN) formulation [18] for the ap
proximation of nonlinearity which is well suited for efficient evaluation of the
vector ф = Бу щ in the iterative processes for solving (4). This problem
is equivalent to the solution of the interior nonlinear Dirichlet problem in
fl = fl« U fti for the same box-type decomposition fi = L ^ f t * of the
domain ft see Fig.2.
1

0

0

0>

Fig.2
Let us suppose

11

where /i(t) > 0, ( € [0, oo) is a given function with the properties
fi{t)t - fi(r)r >m(t-r),
| fi(t)t - lt(r)r \<M\t-r\,

t>r,

m > 0
M < oo

The IN formulation for the Problem D (for 0 = 0) reads as follows
Problem I N . Find the function w € HQ(Q ) such that
0

V V

/

VwVridx-

/

ф(в)ч(а)<и=0,

Vv€tf,!(fio).

1 2

( )

Here the constants /i* are defined in Qk according to the formulas:
W = Mn(Vu-)),

Ti(Vu.) = ( ( т м П О "

1

/

J

I Vw | & ) * ,

where T* is the average value of the module of the gradient | Vu> | in
П , к = 1 -i- M . If П С fti then щ = 1.
к

0

к

The equation (12) has the unique solution and can be transformed to the
equivalent uniquely solvable nonlinear boundary equation of the type (2),(3)
with nonlinear strongly monotonous and Lipschitz continuous operator ,4/JV
defined on the union of the internal boundaries Г [18]:
< A u ,T)
1N

h

> = {ф,г}),

u eY
h

Vv€n.

k

(13)

In order to reduce the residual by a factor e = 0(N~") using the stationary
Richardson method with the linear operators Ah or 8 as preconditioners
(which are defined in Part 1) for solving the problem (13) one needs 0(lnN)
iterations [18]. Here N is the total number of unknowns in one direction in ft .
Consequently the above approach needs 0(poN ln (N/po)lnN)
arithmetical
operations, where pjj = Mo is the total number of subdomains, provided we
use the implicit finite difference representation for the Poincare-Steklov op
erator in parallelepiped-type subdomains fU [19].
0

0

2

4

Remark 3. Here we have considered the two-domain reduction (4) for
the combined formulation (Problem D) where (for the decomposition J R =
По U Пв) evaluation of the element БЕФ, x 6 Го is performed using the
3

12

approach described in Part 3. Besides one can solve the Problem D in frame
work of box domain decomposition method for the auxiliary space-extensive
domain Пд Э По, i-e. the interior (in По) and exterior (in Пд\По) prob
lems can be solved "simultaneously" by using the global iterative process for
solving the boundary equation analogous to (13) and defined on all interior
boundaries of substructures in Пд.
To conclude this paper we note that the described above approach for solving
exterior elliptic problems with a given behavior of the unknown function at
infinity can be treated as some procedure inverse to the grid refinement on
the coarse mesh level. So for the appropriate choice of the "grid enlarge
ment" for an adequate approximation of the solution at infinity we can deal
with the uniformly bounded (with respect to the fixed parameters q, Co and
v) number of subdomains, independent of mesh size h.
Acknowledgement. Authors are grateful to Professor W.L.Wendland for
helpful suggestions and discussions.
A P P E N D I X 1.
Here we present the numerical experiments demonstrating the estimate (8)
for the solution of the finite difference analogue of the problem (2) on the
whole interior boundary Г = (и<Г,)\дП. Foi the simplicity we consider
the Dirichlet problem for the Laplace equation in the unit square П С St ,
decomposed into 9 substructures П = U, jfi^ with the subdomain size H =
1/3. In each subdomain we introduce a uniform mesh with the mesh size h =
HjN and "displacement by h/2", i.e. the edges of each subdomain are located
in the middle of two layers of the corresponding boundary nodes. Using the
standard five-point stencil for the approximation of the Laplacian in П,у and
approximating boundary values and boundary conormal derivatives on dflij
by the midpoint sums and differences, respectively, we have the estimate
(8) for sufficiently smooth functions on П, . Table 1 presents the results of
numerical experiments for the test function
3

;

w(x,y) = e'smfj/),

x,y € П,

where u = w(x,y) |r is the trace of the test function on Г, щ is the vector
approximating u on the introduced mesh.

13

N

4
8
0.2 0.048
Table 1

I u - «А||С<Г)

16

32

0.013

0.0034

A P P E N D I X 2. In this appendix we demonstrate the technique for solving
the exterior problem (5) described in Part 3. Since the expressions (10),(11)
have quasi-one-dimensional form, i.e. the asymptotic behavior of the param
eter m under the increase of the number of grid unknowns N is independent
of the dimension of the problem, we consider the two-dimensional case in
order to use as much sequences of grids as possible to observe the behavior
of the parameter m.
As a test function we take
w(x,y) =

Ixy

(14)

(х* + у*Г

which has the asymptotics
2

u>(x,y)=0(|r|- ),

|r|=v^T^-oo.

at infinity, and consider the evaluation of the trace ф = w(x,y),
by the given conormal derivatives ф = %%(x,y), x,y € Г .

x,y € Го,

0

Using formulas (11) we calculate the locations of the boundaries of the subdomains:
ao = 1, a, = 1.7, <* = 3.7, a = 13.3, а = 137.1,...
2

3

л

(the constant Co for the test function can be easily calculated) and choose
the number m according to the criterion
Om-l < P < « » .

where p describes the location of the exterior boundary д£1л- It is calculated
according to (6) by

14

for the homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions on dil .
tually for the location of the boundary дПл holds
A

Note that ac

1

Р = (тг*)
(15)
Co
since the component of the error of the solution on Го which depends on the
approximate boundary condition on ЗПд decreases as
° ( <яп

г J>

* - ( в П , Г ) * т / \х-у\,
д

хедП ,

0

А

у€ Г

0

Table 2 presents the results of numerical experiments for the test function
(14). Here N is the number of mesh nodes in one direction in each subdomain,
p is the location of the exterior boundary дПд evaluated by (15), IT is the
number of iterations of the PCG method with the preconditioner from [19]
to decrease the initial residual 1 0 times.
- s

m
2
3
3
3
4
4

P
3.1
5.0
8.0
12.7
20.1
32.0

N
4
8
16
32
64
128

\\Ф ~ Фк\\ыг ) IT
0

0.18 x 10"'
0.56 x Ю0.16 x 10"
0.39 x 10~
0.95 x 10-"
0.24 x Ю
Table 8
2

J

3

- 4

4
5
5
6
7
8

AR
1.4
2
4.3
9
10
19

Note that a possible disadvantage of the method described in Part 3 is the
existence of the subdomains with a large aspect ratio which, in general, can
decelerate the convergence of the DD-algorithm. Here we do not analyse
the effect of this geometrical factor on convergence properties of iterative
processes. Some discussions of that problem can be fou.id in [7], [22]. The
last column (AR) in Table 2 show that we have no crucial deterioration of
convergence properies of the DD-algorithm from [19] with the growth of the
maximum aspect ratio (AR) of the subdomains.
A P P E N D I X 3 . We calculated the magnetic field distribution of the dipole
spectrometric magnet [29] using the incomplete-nonlinear formulation [18].
The domain oi nonlinearity has a step-type form. The basic decomposition

15

of the domain of nonlinearity fi into 12 elements is presented in Fig.2.
M

We present the computing times t , к = 0,1,2,3, on the computer with 5
mln.op/s. for the solution of the nonlinear problem on a sequence of four grids
with a difference of two consecutive approximate solutions £ = 10~*. For
grids {N ,N ,N )
with N = 12x2*. N = N = Ux2 , £ = 0,1,2,3,
the finest grid has the dimension (96,112,112) and the corresponding comput
ing times turned out to be to = lmin, t = 2min, t-i = 8min, <з = 34mm.
Note that with each step the computing time raises only by the factor 4 (and
not 8) because we solve the boundary equation defined on the interior bound
aries of subdomains. To achieve the accuracy of the solution in aperture of
the magnet to be 10~ we have partitioned the domain Лд into 150 subdo
mains ft; such that only 48 of them contained the domain of nonlinearity.
Thus we have only 48 "nonlinear variables" r;.
k

k

xk

vk

tk

xk

yk

tk

t
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